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ABSTRACT 
Our music recommendation system recommends a song to a 
user, at a certain time, based on the listening history of the 
user. Based on different sets of audio features (MFCC, 
MPITCH, BEAT, STFT) of all available songs, different 
clusterings of songs are obtained.  Users are given recom-
mendations from one of these clusterings. The right cluster-
ing for a user is determined based on the Shannon entropy 
of the distribution of songs the user listened in each cluster-
ing. Using this content based recommendation scheme, as 
opposed to a static set of features resulted in upto 60 percent 
increase in recommendation success.  
 
In addition to the audio features (content) of songs user lis-
tened, the singers for the songs and also the most popular 
songs at the time of recommendation are also available. We 
introduce two recommendation algorithms that decide on 
the weight of content cluster, singer cluster and popularity 
adaptively for each user, based on the user history. Our ex-
periments on user session data consisting of 2000 to 500 
sessions and of length 5 to 15 indicate that these adaptive 
recommendation schemes give better recommendation re-
sults than using only content based recommendation. 
  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Widespread use of mp3 players and cell-phones and avail-
ability of music on these devices according to user demands 
increased the need for more accurate Music Information 
Retrieval (MIR) Systems. Music recommendation is one of 
the subtasks of MIR Systems and it involves finding music 
that suits a personal taste [1]. Audioscrobbler1, iRate2, Mu-
sicStrands3, and inDiscover4 are some of the music recom-
mendation systems today [2]. Usually music recommenda-
tion systems follow a collaborative filtering or a content-
based approach. Collaborative filtering is the approach used 
in Amazon [3], a new item is rated by some users and the 
item is recommended to other users based on the rating of 
the previous users [4,5]. The disadvantage of the collabora-
tive approach is that when a new item arrives, it has to be 
rated by someone in order to be used for the other users. In 
the content-based approach, based on some form of distance 
between the items already rated by the user and a new item, 

                                                           
1 www.audioscrobbler.com 
2 irate.sourceforge.net 
3 www.musicstrands.com 
4 www.indiscover.net 

the item is recommended or not [2, 6, 7, 8]. In order to com-
pute similarities between music pieces different approaches 
have been suggested. In this paper, we use low level musical 
features extracted from the audio signals. In the past, two 
studies [9,10] have also considered collaborative and content 
based methods for music recommendation.  In [9] a Bayes-
ian network is used to include both rating and content data 
for the recommendation and the hybrid approach is shown to 
produce better recommendations than using collaborative or 
content-based approach alone.  [10] also use a hybrid ap-
proach, where they evaluate CB (Content Based), COL 
(Collaborative Filtering) and STA (Statistical) methods and 
their combinations. We base some of our work on that of 
[10] and give more information about this work below.  
In this paper, we also use hybrid approaches to music rec-
ommendation. Apart from previous studies, we use the ob-
servation that a person may base his/her choice for a song on 
certain aspects of the song, such as its rhythm or melody.  
We consider audio features of a song according to four dif-
ferent sets (MFCC, MPITCH, BEAT, STFT) obtained using 
the Marsyas software [opihi.cs.uvic.ca/marsyas] of 
Tzanetakis [14].   We do our recommendation computations 
based on the set of features that clusters the songs a user has 
listened before as compact as possible, according to an en-
tropy criterion. When we recommend a certain number of 
songs, M,  to the user at a certain time, we recommend a 
certain percentage of songs based on the content of the 
songs the user has listened to so far and the song and the 
user clustering in which the user is. We recommend the re-
maining songs based on the popular songs at the time of the 
recommendation and the user's past history. Unlike [10], 
instead of system-wide weights, we use adaptive weights for 
each user based on the user’s listening history.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sections  
2 and 3, we introduce the data set we used and the features 
we extracted from songs so that we can measure similarities 
between them. Section 4 contains descriptions of our rec-
ommendation systems and the recommendation success we 
obtained using each of them. Section 5 concludes the paper. 

2. EXPERIMENT DATASET  

The user session data is the most important component of a 
recommendation system. Although there have been recent 
attempts to produce publicly accessible audio databases 
[11], we are not aware of a publicly accessible music rec-
ommendation database that contains considerable amount 
of users, sessions and songs.  
In the system we consider, cell-phone users request a song 
and people who call them hear the song they choose instead 



of the regular ringback tone. We are provided with the iden-
tity of the songs and the times they are selected for each 
user. Although demographic and personality factors (such 
as age, origin, occupation, socio-economic background, 
personality factors, gender, musical education) have been 
shown to affect music preference [12,13], we did not have 
access to any user specific information in our dataset. There 
were sessions of variable length, however we concentrated 
only on sessions of length 5, 10 and 15 songs. There were a 
total of 11398, 1215 and 518 user sessions of length 5, 10 
and 15. Due to time limitations, we used 2000, 1000 and 
500 of these sessions respectively. There were a total of 730 
songs whose audio features we obtained as described be-
low. 
The purpose of our system is to recommend a song to a user 
at a certain time. We assume that the user has selected some 
songs before. We use the songs the user listened to before, 
the groupings of users according to certain song features and  
the time of the request to recommend M songs. We obtain 
clusterings of songs according to different audio features. In 
order to get advantage of songs selected by users with a his-
tory of similar songs, we also obtain clusterings of users 
according to the songs they have listened to so far. We refer 
to these two different kinds of clusterings as song-cluster 
and user-cluster of a song below.  

3. AUDIO FEATURES 

Several feature extraction methods including low-level pa-
rameters such as zero-crossing rate, signal bandwidth, spec-
tral centroid, root mean square level, band energy ratio, delta 
spectrum, psychoacoustic features, MFCC and Auditory fil-
terbank temporal envelopes have been employed for audio 
classification [12]. In our experiments we have obtained the 
following content based audio features using Tzanetakis’s 
Marsyas software, with default parameter settings. 
 
3.1. Timbral Features 
Timbral features are generally used for music-speech dis-
crimination and speech recognition. They differentiate mix-
ture of sounds with the same or similar rhythmic content. In 
order to extract the timbral features, audio signal is divided 
into small intervals that can be acceptable as stationary sig-
nal. The following timbral features are calculated for these 
small intervals: Spectral Centroid, Spectral Rolloff, Spectral 
Flux, Time Domain Zero Crossing, Low Energy, Mel-
Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC).   
Means and variances of the spectral centroid, spectral rolloff, 
spectral flux, zero crossing (8 features) and low energy (1 
feature) results in 9 dimensional feature vector and repre-

sented in experimental results as STFT label [14]. Means and 
variances of the first five MFCC coefficients yield a 10 di-
mensional feature vector, which is represented as MFCC in 
the experiments.  
 
3.2. Rhythmic Content Features 
Rhythmic content features characterize the movement of 
music signals over time and contain such information as the 
regularity of the rhythm, the beat, the tempo, and the time 
signature [14,15]. The feature set for representing rhythm 
structure is based on detecting the most salient periodicities 
of the signal. Rhythmic content features are calculated by 
beat histogram calculation and yield a 6 dimensional feature 
vector which is represented using BEAT label.  
 
3.3. Pitch Content Features 
The melody and harmony information about the music signal 
is obtained by pitch detection techniques. Although musical 
genres by no means can be characterized fully by their pitch 
content, there are certain tendencies that can lead to useful 
feature vectors [14]. Pitch content features are calculated by 
pitch histogram calculation and yield a 5 dimensional feature 
vector which is represented as MPITCH in the experimental 
results.   

 
The following is a list of audio features we use and their 
length: 

• BEAT (6 features) 
• STFT (9 features) 
• MFCC (10 features) 
• MPITCH (5 features) 
• All (30 features)  
 

4. MUSIC RECOMMENDATION 

Let [ ]),(),...,2,(),1,()( iNisisisis =   represent the i’th 
user session containing Ni songs.  ),( jis  represents the 
j’th song of the i’th session.    

[ ]),(),...,2,(),1,()( iNitititit =  is the vector of the times 
(measured in terms of the number of seconds since Jan 1, 
1970) at which the songs in session s(i) were chosen. The 
recommendation task that we consider is the following: 
Given the portion of a session excluding the last song, 

),(),...,2,(),1,()( 1−
− = iNisisisis , recommend N=20 

songs from among 730 songs at time ),( iNit .  
Each song ),( jis is represented by means of the 30 dimen-

sional audio feature vector, 30
, Rx ji ∈  consisting of  



 
 
Figure 1. The components of our music recommendation system.  
  

MFCC, MPITCH, STFT and BEAT features described 
above. First, using CLUTO [16] software and graph cluster-
ing option, we obtain 8 different clusterings of all the 730 
songs in our database. The 8 clusterings are obtained using 
different combinations of MFCC, MPITCH, STFT, BEAT, 
MFCC and MPITCH, STFT and BEAT, MPITCH and 
BEAT features. We considered all 15 possible feature set 
combinations, but discarded combinations for which the 
clustering algorithm can not perform well (i.e. very non-
homogenous clusters, many songs outside clusters, etc.).  
Since we compare our work to that of [10], we give more 
details about their work here. In CB approach of [10] , first 
all the songs are clustered, then each cluster is given a 
weight based on whether a song the user listened before is in 
the cluster or not. The number of songs recommended from 
each cluster is chosen proportional to the weight of the clus-
ter. The disadvantage of the CB based approach is the fact 

that the user is recommended songs only from the clusters 
he has listened to before. In COL approach, not only the 
clusters which have contributed to the songs the user lis-
tened to, but also clusters that contributed to other users are 
taken into account. Of course there could be clusters that 
contain songs not listened enough by anybody and those will 
be ignored. In STA approach, all the songs are divided into 
two groups, short term and long term. A certain number of 
songs is selected from the long term list and the remaining 
ones are selected from the short term list. STA behaves simi-
lar to the popularity in recommendation systems. Since  [10] 
found out that CB was the least successful among the meth-
ods he experimented with, we concentrated on COL and 
STA. We implemented the COL approach as described in   
[10]  and for STA, we used the time frame immediately t 
days before the time of the recommendation. We think this 
makes STA take better advantage of popular songs around 



the time of the recommendation. Although [10] recommends 
using 50% from among the popular songs  and 50% from 
among the others, we experiment with different ratios.  
 
Our recommendation algorithms use three different meas-
urements on a song: 
Cluster similarity: Similarity of the song to the 8 cluster-
ings of all songs that we produce using the CLUTO soft-
ware. Similarity of a song to a cluster is measured accord-
ing to the Euclidean distance between the song and the 
cluster centroid. 
Singer similarity: Singer similarity value is calculated 
according to the 4 level hierarchy presented to the cell-
phone users: Turkish/Foreign song, genre and singer. If two 
songs share the same singer then their singer similarity is 4, 
if they do not share the same highest category, their singer 
similarity is 0. 
Popularity: For any day of recommendation, we group 
songs into popular and non-popular. We compute the popu-
larity ratio as the number of times a song is listened within 
the last t days divided by the number of times all songs are 
listened within the last t days. We compute the mean popu-
larity ratio for all songs and group songs whose popularity 
ratio are below the average as unpopular and the rest as 
popular.  
A recommendation consists of psc NNNN ++= songs, 
where psc NNN ,, represent the number of songs recom-
mended according to cluster, singer and popularity compo-
nents respectively. These songs are chosen according to the 
measurements made on songs iNjjis <),,( that the user 
selected before he was about to make his selection at time 

),( iNit . 
In the following three sections we describe three different 
recommendation algorithms which differ in the way they 
choose psc NNN ,, and we also present the experimental 
results for each algorithm. Figure 1. shows an overview of 
the recommendation system:   
 
4.1. Content Based Recommendation Using Entropy of 
Clusterings:  
This method based on the [10] content based recommenda-
tion algorithm. All songs are clustered via Cluto. Then ob-
serving the user history (i.e. songs iNjjis <),,( ) we 
decide which among the 8 clusterings should be used for 
the user.  In order to decide which feature set is the best for 
the user we use an entropy based measure. For each of the 8 
clusterings we compute an entropy value as follows: we 
find the closest cluster centroid and assign song s(i,j) to that 
cluster. Let )1/( −= ikk Nnp , where nk is the number of 
songs s(i,j) assigned to the k’th cluster, k≤K. The (Shannon) 
entropy value for this clustering is computed as the sum of 

kk pp log−  for k=1..K. The clustering whose entropy is 
minimum is selected as the clustering to which the user 
belongs, because it is the clustering that can group the 
songs user has listened to in the best possible way. After we 
determine the clustering, we choose songs from each cluster 
in the clustering, proportional to the number of s(i,j) that 
belonged to the cluster. The songs are selected so that their 
average similarity to s(i,j) is maximum. As explained be-
fore and in [10], the disadvantage of this approach is the 

fact that we recommend songs that may be too close to the 
songs that the user has listened before.  
In order to get advantage of the popular songs, we recom-
mend a certain portion of the songs using this method and 
we fill up the remaining songs based on the popular songs 
at the time of the recommendation.  
Table 1. shows the success of recommendation for varying 
ratio of recommendations from the popular songs. A rec-
ommendation is considered successful if the Ni’th song is 
among the recommended songs. 20 songs are recommended 
in all cases. The number of sessions considered are 2000, 
1000 and 500 for sessions of length 15, 10 and 5 respec-
tively. Percentage of songs recommended from among the 
popular songs at the time of recommendation are shown on 
the second column, and as more popular songs are recom-
mended recommendation success increases. The remaining 
songs are recommended using content based method. Col-
umn 3 in the table shows the recommendation success when 
the entropy of clusterings of songs in user history are used 
to select the best clustering for the user among 8 different 
clusterings.  Columns 4, 5 and 6  shows the recommenda-
tion success when only a static set of features and hence 
clustering (ALL, MPITCH+MFCC, BEAT+STFT) are used 
for clustering. The last column shows the percentage differ-
ence between the entropy based recommendation and the 
best of the static recommendation methods. The entropy 
based recommendation results in 10 to 62 percent better 
recommendation success. The entropy based measure re-
sults in better improvement as the session length increases, 
because feature set and hence the clustering valued by the 
user in selecting a song can be predicted more reliably. 
When CB recommendation is done based on only a static 
set of features, using ALL features results in better recom-
mendation success.    
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5 20 21 19 11 11 10 
5 40 30 22 16 13 36 
5 60 40 28 14 17 42 
5 80 44 33 22 19 33 
10 20 22 18 13 13 22 
10 40 32 25 16 18 28 
10 60 41 27 13 13 51 
10 80 46 29 20 17 58 
15 20 22 17 8 11 29 
15 40 33 21 16 13 57 
15 60 44 27 15 15 62 
15 80 50 32 17 17 56 

Table 1. Recommendation success when 8 clusterings and 
entropy measure vs. a static single clustering is used.  

 
4.2. Fair Recommendation: In this method we use all 
three components (cluster similarity, singer similarity and 
the popularity) and learn the percentage values for each 
component. We do the learning as follows: For each 



iNjjis <),,( , we try to find s(i,j) based on all remaining 
2−iN songs in the session. We use cluster, singer and 

popularity components all by themselves and we increment 
the weight of a component if it finds the song s(i,j). We 
choose psc NNN ,, proportional to these weights.   
The results of this recommendation scheme are shown in 
Table 2 at the 2nd column. As seen in the table, the per-
centage of success for Fair Recommendation is a lot higher 
than the Content Based Recommendation.  
 
4.3. Adaptive Recommendation: In this recommendation 
scheme, we choose psc NNN ,, from among a certain 
number (250) of different possible values. As we did in the 
previous recommendation algorithm, we evaluate each 

psc NNN ,, combination’s score based on how well they 
can predict each iNjjis <),,( . We choose the combina-
tion that gives the best success rate.  
The recommendation success ratio for this approach is 
shown in Table 2, 5th column. The success ratio of adaptive 
recommendation seems to be smaller than that of Fair Rec-
ommendation. We think that this is due to the fact that Fair 
Recommendation uses a component (like singer for exam-
ple) and ignores the other two (like content and popularity 
for example) when it makes its decision. Whereas, Adap-
tive Recommendation is able to evaluate contributions of 
all components at the same time. For all the experiments 
shown, the content based recommendation is made using 
the 8 clusterings and the entropy based approach described 
in Section 4.1.  

Session 
Length 

%RecomSuccess 
Fair  
Recommendation 

%RecomSuccess  
Adaptive 
Recommendation 

5 70 65 
10 71 63 
15 73 70 

Table 2. Recommendation Results for Fair and Adaptive 
Recommendation.  

5. CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, we introduced a number of new ideas for music 
recommendation based on audio features. First of all, we 
introduced a framework that lets us use different sets (por-
tions) of audio features for each user so that we can do con-
tent based recommendation to a user based on the most rele-
vant audio feature dimensions for the user. We used the en-
tropy measure to decide on which feature set to use for a 
particular user. We also introduced the Fair and Adaptive 
Recommendation algorithms, that learn the weights to give 
to content, singer similarity or popularity components, for 
each user, based on the user history.  Among these algo-
rithms, the Fair Recommendation algorithm resulted in the 
best success rate.  
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